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In the mid 1990s Ross Gibson began a five-year stint 

hunched over a light box in the loft of the Justice 

& Police Museum, searching through thousands of 

glass-plate and acetate negatives generated by NSW 

Police in the course of their investigations in the years 

around 1945–1960. The atmosphere of this novel is  

informed by that work. In The Summer Exercises, Ross 

uses approximately 230 carefully selected black and 

white photographs from the collection of the Justice &  

Police Museum taken during the years immediately 

after World War II. This is but a fraction of the vast, 

historically significant collection held by the muse-

um, yet more than enough for the author’s purpose, 

which is to provide points of visual reference with the 

plot of his novel. 

In blending various elements together – crime fiction, 

literary meditation and archival photography sugges-

tively appropriated – The Summer Exercises offers its 

reader a richly imagined, yet hybrid and experimental 

form of storytelling. Throughout the book the raw, 

unpremeditated vision of the crime scene photogra-

pher insinuates its way into the story – punctuating, 

reverberating against, and commenting on the novel’s 

various plot-twists, themes and emotions.  

As The Summer Exercises unfolds we discover a  

familiar hard-boiled universe that is marked by big 

city corruption and we encounter a number of chill-

ing events. Much of the novel, however, remains 

anchored in the actualities of 1940s Sydney Police 

investigative procedure. Real cases are referenced, 

many discovered during the author’s long period of 

immersion among the negatives held in the museum’s 

loft. These cases are extrapolated from for literary 

purpose. 

Much of this book is concerned with a city that is 

shaking off the cruel effects of the Second World War. 

A Sydney mauled by history but sensuously alive.  

One of the novel’s most surprising speculations con-

cerns the existence of ‘tunnel children’ – communities 

of ‘runaways’ who shelter in sewers or storm water 

drains by night, and by day eke out a precarious liv-

ing in servicemen’s dives in order to stay afloat in a 

black economy sustained by warped passions. This 

shocking notion is developed for the purposes of 

this novel’s plot, but has a basis in fact: Sydney was 

filled with runaway children during the war, some of 

whom became victimized by the city’s booming sex 

industry – a consequence of the huge influx of foreign 

troops to Sydney and in more general terms from the 

widespread social destabilization and moral break-

down caused by the Second World War.

D i r e c t o r ’ s  N o t e
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The Sydney of this book is concretely imagined. It 

also rises up before us visually in an assemblage of 

poetic images and metaphysically haunted visions of 

the crime scene cameraman. Photographs of street 

corners, hotel rooms, and underground walkways 

seem nostalgically familiar even as the city’s many 

inequities are graphically unraveled. This book is 

both an intervention in, and artistic re-invention of, 

history as it happened. It enables the reader to re-

inhabit, imaginatively grasp, and feel the pulse, the 

anguish, and the sensual volumes, of a world that has 

now almost completely disappeared.

The Historic Houses Trust, which manages the col-

lection of crime scene photography held by the Justice 

& Police Museum, has a strong record of collabora-

tion with external scholars, artists and writers and is 

pleased to be involved in the publication of a book, 

in which art, history and photography all so richly  

collide. We are used to such collaborations in the 

form of exhibitions. This, however, is our first ven-

ture into fiction and as such, we are also pleased to be 

working in partnership with the University of West-

ern Australia Press to bring this novel to fruition.

 

Peter Watts am 

Director, Historic Houses Trust

like chaos – stopless – cool 

E m i l y  D i c k i n s o n
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New Year’s Day

1946
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ad majorem Dei gloriam day
1
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1. 1 This city – the war’s still moving through it. The war – it is 

like some great river hitting the ocean, plunging into oblivion, 

appearing to be spent but behaving like a river all the same, 

deep inside the vaster wash of time that’s taken it now. 

The war – it is gone into its own aftermath now, but still 

it’s steeping and disturbing this water-borne city. 

1. 2  ‘You should take advice from the birds!’ 

A detective in a drab suit. He’s talking while approaching: 

‘Machin. Detective Walter Machin. The eagle is my totem.’ 

Shaking hands, stepping back, observing: ‘Think how an eagle can 

hover. The full sticky city’s down there, not expecting your swoop.’ 

Grinning: ‘Scythe a slow arc down into the treetops. Note how 

the warm air can prise open the flowers. Look at that grown 

man – he casts the shadow of a boy! Now go spiral in an 

updraft and kink your head back around … … … Should you 

take the straight drop? Yes. BUCKLE! Fold your wings and just 

plummet. Here they come hurtling toward you. All those dull 

groundlings. All those pink morsels. See them? Pulsating!’ 

This is how his mind works. Detective Walter Machin. 

Clogged with sixty-four years and closing in on retirement. 

Sent to me on this my first morning abroad – a windhover! 
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1.3 This stifling day hits its zenith. Heat thick with humidity is lurking 

at the window-sills. Sweat is smudging every eyelid and lip. A 

few hours away, a downpour will come and rearrange the air. But 

it’s lunch-time right now and the electric fans are all blowing. 

Nothing else is moving.

In the tea-room, a competition has brewed up among the beat 

constables: tally every type of rain that can fall on this town. 

Rain that is: 

cutting 

sandy 

the size of a coin 

smelling of sleep.

Rain that is:

rhythmic – call it ‘Cuban’ 

like England 

like Guadalcanal 

slippery, a lubricant 

helpful when moderate 

like the contents of a full saucepan cast sideways into your path 

a sentence in prison 

sparkling, ‘electrical’, but only when the sun  

shines into it at one particular angle.

Could it be that later today one of these downpours will  

bring home the sunset? 
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1.4  Much to report. 

Back at the Station now, after visiting Ambrose Gleeson, a 

young detective in the care of the Mercy Nuns’ Hospital. It’s his 

last day in the rehabilitation ward, recovering from a beating. 

Tomorrow or soon after, he’s scheduled for returning to duty. 

’Forgive me, Father’ – these words are rasped as a greeting 

and then he coughs out the rest – ‘for I have sinned.’ 

So, whatever he says now, should I treat it as a confession? 

Should I keep it in confidence, what he’s about to divulge? 

Struggling into his first sentences, Gleeson’s voice is 

fuzzed with disuse. He’s speaking at the start like a man 

learning how to skate. Till out bumps a slow story.

Waking up a week ago, it was as if all his senses had shut down. 

Except for one quarter of one sense: a thin portion of vision. 

He’s back there now as he tells it. Back there at the scene. 

Out of his left eye he can discern a few partial images. Shifty 

patterns deprived of details. No shadow-tone, no depth in 

the picture. Sketch out the setting: he’s slumped in a sports 

reserve … benighted behind the grandstand … sticky plasma 

on his knees. But wait! This is a new detail! This tacky ooze, 

slick on his skin! Count it as a new sense – the smear, how 

it feels – this sense of touch – he’s conscious of it now – it’s 

something extra to his eyesight! Add it to his awareness. Now 

he’s got something more than just one quarter of one sense.

Next he’s feeling a paradox. Insistent, this feeling. 

And what a strange word to turn up in his head at this 

exact moment ... ‘PARADOX’ … strange word. 

This is the paradox: within the weak blur of his vision, 

select phenomena are intensified. Field-edges and 

primary colours are emphatic. The slightest movement 

of his head gives him an electrical sizzle. A sizzle he 

can see as a scorch moving across his retina. 

And the fact that he can hear nothing, smell nothing, taste 

nothing, the fact that he can detect no detail of grain with his 

skin, except for that vague sticky plasma on his knees – all 

this absence somehow amplifies the slender signal of vision 

that keeps scratching through the bruises in his brain. 

Now some more light is reaching him – shifting and pulsing 

– salvaged gleams coming slippery towards him. Sparkles. 

‘Scintillas’. ‘Coruscations’. An occasional starburst for both eyes. 

And these sounds – electrical static – faraway a kettle drum.

So … it’s not just a quarter of one sense in him now. 

More like an intense aperture of revelation, all forceful, 

all expressed under pressure. Sensations all vivid, all 
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vital, because primed by constraint. Another paradox 

– how you can feel ‘primed by constraint’. 

And before long, he realises he has some memory too. He’s 

become conscious of this. He’s getting – so it seems – a 

recovery in increments. That word ‘paradox’, for instance. He’s 

remembered that word. And some asinine axiom – ‘in the land 

of the blind ... something, something, something ... a king’. 

Memories, he’s thinking. Where do they come from? 

Can you count them as senses? Do they live in your 

organs? Do you make them or do you just host them? 

And if it’s the latter, does the world want them back?

Now he’s getting new flashes. Different signals arriving. He’s 

calling them ‘fibrillations’. As if he’s ever known that word before! 

Most of these flashes, he accepts as personal missives traveling 

home from the past, trim miracles forming as pictures and 

assembling in a line now, just for him. Newsreel movies in secret. 

Imagine there’s some bladder in the brain and it’s squirting his 

past life back to him. Where he’s come from. How he’s got here. 

Or could it be these flashes are pointing the other way? Might 

they be part of a dream that’s measuring the future? Could 

they be some optical magic shivering whatever bundles of 

his nerves are meant to push his thoughts forward? These 

fibrillations he’s getting. Which are they, speculations or 

memories? Maybe they’re the future. Maybe the past. 

Then he starts thinking … it’s feasible too that some of all this 

might actually be happening, might be happening right here and 

now, right here in front of him. Not remembered like looking 

backwards, not fantastic like looking forwards, but present 

in this instant, happening right here with him now, in the time 

that hangs instantaneous before the mind starts to work on it. 

Gleeson in front of me, he’s muttering now: 

‘How long does the present last?’ 

For instance, each of these flashes, are they going past 

him right now, in a line shuttling the present out of itself? 

Could it be possible? Or can you be in all time’s places 

at once. Ubiquitous. Remembering that word!

He remembers this sequence now, as if it lined up in true time:

brown smears on the wall, and a golden hue 

shimmering off a pool of piss on pitted concrete 

metal strutwork under a grandstand – Eiffel Tower engineering

a nun, her white, starchy headpiece 

a cane-and-wire crab-pot – water darkening 

quick and cold round the entrance 

thunder muttering in the sunsetting west. 

Is he hearing that last detail, hearing it right now, or is it 

some future thought, a projected idea about something 

that might happen? Or perhaps it’s a memory? ‘Thunder 

muttering in the sunsetting west.’ That rumbling sensation. 

Is it just something he’s put there for himself, rushed from 

his recollections, because he’s seeing cloudy silhouettes 

looming now in front of him? Conjunction. These syllables 

pass through him. Now, where did that word come from? 

These sensations he’s getting – these silhouettes – are they 

like those electrical storms that lurk sometimes among the 
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taller buildings downtown? Maybe he’s just remembering a 

sound that ought to go with the storms – thunder muttering 

in the sunsetting west – maybe it’s just a memory – like 

those noises they throw into movies – like the harps in a 

romance, like the orchestras in a chase scene – where do 

they come from, those notes and noises in the movies? 

Or … might it be possible? Might he be hearing the sound of 

something that’s presenting right now? Might he be crawling back 

into the maw of the world? What if his senses have come pressing 

back? Presenting themselves? Right now? Joining altogether, giving 

himself back to himself, presenting himself? What are those three 

syllables he’s always liked? Yes – PALP-A-BUL! Yes, the palpable 

truth. Right there inside of him. The truth. Present and palpable. 

So, this is a keen juncture! There’s nothing to do now but wait for 

more reports. Out behind the sports-reserve grandstand. Nothing 

to do but wait for the list to grow, the list of queries presenting 

in his body. His nervous presentations. Personal and palpable. 

He spends the rest of the night under his own interrogation. 

Asking himself some such questions as these:

What does your flesh have stored up for you? 

Your nerves and sinews, might they be re-

connecting their circuits? 

Is this happening in front of you, right 

now, or are you only revising it? 

Or maybe you’re wanting it? 

Or fearing it? 

Could it be, you’re so full of damage, you’re distorting 

the whole world all ghosted and scarlet-coloured? 

This world – why can’t you smell it yet or taste it? 

Or can you? 

Is some other increment now coming back? True, you 

can’t reach out for it yet, can’t feel the mass of the world 

yet. Or can you? Maybe right now, maybe there’s some 

possible improvement, maybe you’re getting something 

else – right now. Something else coming back in? 

Feel how heavy your liver is, hanging inside your belly. 

And what about that revenant word – strung 

across three syllables – ‘in-cre-ment’. 

‘Maybe!’ …  

‘Static!’ …  

‘Something else coming back in!’ As he’s laid out behind the 

grandstand these familiar words flare up in little smatters 

for him now and again, hopeful words, like rescue-workers 

striking safety matches at midnight, way off across the harbour. 

Increments of good fortune. Sparkling then passing. Like 

this other word – op-tim-is-um. Four syllables. Good! 

Then, at other times, an enemy-thought would 

stalk and sit down with him, whispering into the 

pain, his clotted ear, his broken teeth: 

“Maybe total darkness is better?” 

So he takes to just lying there. Waiting. Waiting for someone to 

come find him. Someone, he’s hoping, who’ll be inclined to give 

help. The past, the present, all his wishes, all his fears – everything 

going ricochet inside his head. These abstractions and phantom 
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glimmers. Fibrillations. All bouncing about. Inside his head. 

Gleeson starts sending more questions. Direct to himself. 

Questions as exercises, to help get him located: 

What colour are his own eyes? 

The name of his mother? 

How old is he right now?

And how old, when he was taught by those nuns, 

the ones who wore starched headpieces? 

In the hospital now, it’s a week later in time, and 

he’s saying to me that maybe he’s twenty-four 

years old. But he’s feeling ancient right now. 

And he looks like the full history of pain. Slabbed 

on his back in this thin bed in a hospital. 

Flash back to the scene now – another memory visiting: 

Gleeson recalling the last scene of a movie – cowboy bandits 

in a standoff – six-guns drawn, everyone – all his fears, 

all his wishes going ricochet inside his head! It’s a cowboy 

movie that’s been re-cast and re-cut. A special, iridescent 

print. It’s playing just for him, inside his head. His bung 

eye is a movie projector, re-jigged. All that bright light, 

as if it’s bouncing off a mirror, beaming these scenes just 

for him. A movie in private. 180 degrees inverted. Inside 

his head. It’s a memory. And it’s a film. Henry Fonda. The 

Return of Frank James! Yes! Remembering its name … 

the name of this film! It’s another relic he’s retrieving. 

Yes, tiny details like these have really started transmitting. 

Yes, there’s a chance. A chance most of it will come back. 

To prove it, in comes another glimmer: 

Gleeson’s sucking a glass pipe … a moist burble in the 

stem … close alongside him, the shadowy bulk of another 

man who’s singing ‘The Rose of Tralee’ … just three yards 

away … Gleeson’s upstairs, he thinks, behind a loud 

restaurant … in Chinatown … reclined on the floor … his 

left hip going numb … a hazy balance of yen … smoke 

like a lover forbidden … impossible pleasure … taken by 

surprise … as if sprung from behind … half unawares … 

numbed down without shame but not without cost.

Forgive me, Father – he says it one 

more time – for I have sinned. 

Bless him with my sign of the cross. 

Then, in comes my own glimmer! Lost thoughts are 

coming back now for ME! A poem from my schooldays. 

Verses by George Gordon, Lord Byron. A long opus 

with a short title: a poem named ‘Cain’. Remembering 

the end of it, what God says to the renegade: 

go forth, fulfil your days, and make 

your deeds unlike your last.

A poem remembered from schooldays – ten years in the past! 

Come back into the present now. Concentrate! Detective 

Gleeson needs ministration. He’s lying there in his 

hospital bed, making a fist with his right hand, observing 

out loud how it’s the exact same size as his heart.
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1.5 So splendid! This port town. 

Its ocean brings the world’s trade.

Walk to the dockland. Along the finger wharves. 

Saunter above the saltwater. Half shore-line half tide-

pulse. Liquid inquiring into the solid world. 

How the town changes at midnight! Damp in its darkness. 

Accidental music from fog-horns and pilot-bells – a sound swelling 

up to the full size of the sky. Steam spilling into mist. Heat giving 

itself to cold. The curved steel of the Bridge flexing gigantic 

Tiny rowboats nibbling at foreign ships tethered underneath.

Look at the water in the harbour: just for a few seconds 

it looks like stained velvet rubbed the wrong way. Feel a 

buffet in the breeze. Then stillness. And the surface goes 

silver. A vast tense meniscus. Quick oily shimmers. 

Listen for the next change. Drifting in as the breeze freshens to 

bluster – the doled sound of the clock on top of the Town Hall. 

It’s tolling the end of this New Year’s Day. May peace abide with 

us here – time out of mind – under all these sprayed silver stars. 

Twelve bells tolling in total – the last one a dark murmur on the 

southerly buster – the town mumbling a moment as it sleeps. 

Amen to the first day of these summertime exercises.
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P u b l i s h e r ’ s  N o t e :  

a  n o v i c e  s e e k i n g  e x p e r i e n c e

 

In January 1946 – so soon after the War – a civilian 

Chaplain worked a brief stint at the Central Street 

Police Station in Sydney, Australia. Evidently young 

and well educated, he might have been a Jesuit novice 

seeking experience. But this is conjecture.

Police files and diocese records are scant for the years 

back then and we can find no official reference to 

the Chaplain’s time at Central Street. We assume it 

was an informal arrangement, common enough be-

tween agencies in those days. Most likely the young 

man selected his preferred patrol and then brokered 

permission between his religious superiors and senior 

staff at the Station. 

Here’s where it gets uncommon. Five times every day, 

the Chaplain opened a foolscap workbook marked 

‘Summer Exercises – 1946’ where he recorded the 

whispered confessions and low urgings he was hear-

ing while roving about. Brevity was his creed. To cinch 

each interlude of reflection, he would limit himself 

to five or six minutes writing. On a typical day, he’d 

spend half an hour attending to the book. Not every 

day was typical. Occasionally he wrote just a phrase 

or two, flicking his quick cursive script. Trimmed 

back this hard, his terseness can generate feelings so 

sharp that sometimes a great notion gets pared clean 

with a meagre swatch of syllables. 
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day
2

Then there were sittings when he composed long chron-

icles after listening to loose yarns from the detectives. 

This world of men! Decades of toil were gathered 

in such tales, which must have been purchased with 

schooners of beer lined up in one of the police taverns 

downhill from the Station, most likely The Criteri-

on. We can’t help but wonder what special incidents 

boosted these extended stories out of the chary police-

men. Or maybe it was just the Resch’s Ale. 

All these bouts of writing add up to some kind of sus-

tained ritual. So many snared revelations. This arcane, 

extensive ceremony. Five ledger entries every day, week 

after week. Thousands of scribbled words chasing sun-

light sliding in and out of moonlight while the humid 

new year licks at the leery streets. Just a few months 

after the war. The town still so tender, so bruised.
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